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This article analyzes two decorated lead-glazed pot-
tery wares (widely incised sgraffito and relief-molded)
encountered in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century
occupation levels in the south of Bilad al-Sham. In
each case, the archaeological evidence for the dat-
ing and distribution is presented. The case studies
identify potential sources for the vessel forms, deco-
ration, and epigraphic content in other types of con-
temporary ceramics as well as metalwork and glass.
In the conclusion the results of the archaeological
and comparative analysis are located within the con-
text of the material culture of provincial urban and
rural communities in the south of Bilad al-Sham. It
is argued that these decorated lead-glazed wares pro-
vide important information concerning the aesthetic
preferences and values of non-elite groups in the south
of Bilad al-Sham.

The two types of decorated lead-glazed ware dis-
cussed in this article have been recovered in a re-
gion stretching from the Syrian town of Hama to the
Mediterranean coast of Sinai. The greatest concen-
tration of finds is in the areas occupied by modern
Jordan, Israel, and the Palestine Authority. The ar-
chaeological evidence surveyed below suggests that
both wares were produced between the early thirteenth
century and the late fourteenth or perhaps the early
fifteenth century. This period witnessed major politi-
cal, cultural, and economic changes in the south of
Bilad al-Sham that are of relevance to the interpreta-
tion of the production and distribution of ceramics.
Politically, the period of 1200 to 1260 in this region
was marked by territorial disputes between the Cru-
saders and the principalities of the Ayyubid con-
federacy in Syria.1 The borders between the Latin
Kingdom and the neighboring Ayyubid principalities
in the south of Bilad al-Sham were subject to con-
tinual adjustment as towns and regions changed hands.
Despite the fluidity of the situation, some areas re-
mained consistently under Frankish or Muslim con-

trol. The Crusaders maintained the coastal strip with
its ports, including Acre, Haifa, Tyre, Tripoli, and
Tartus, while the areas of inland Syria, Balqa} (re-
captured from the Franks in the late 1160s), and the
regions south of the Wadi al-Mujib (recaptured 1188–
89) remained in the hands of the Ayyubid princes.

The defeat of the Mongol forces at {Ayn Jalut in
1260 was followed by the Mamluk conquest of terri-
tories formerly held by the Ayyubid princes. The
Mamluks were to control Bilad al-Sham until 1516.2

In the latter part of the thirteenth century the new
regime consolidated its control over Syria through
investment in defensive installations and the commu-
nications system. Under Sultan Baybars and his suc-
cessors, a combination of military action and aggressive
diplomacy resulted in the steady diminution of the
Crusader presence on the mainland until the final
expulsion of the Franks from Acre in 1291. Although
Syria remained vulnerable to Mongol military incur-
sions through the last decades of the thirteenth cen-
tury, and there were periodic rebellions against the
authority of the sultan in Cairo, the situation appears
to have been more stable and prosperous than was
the latter part of Ayyubid rule. There was growth in
the urban and rural economy of the south of Bilad
al-Sham that would be sustained until the middle of
the fourteenth century. The fortunes of the region
declined in the later fourteenth and fifteenth centu-
ries as the result of a combination of recurrent plagues
and chronic underinvestment in agriculture, indus-
try, the administrative system, and the transport in-
frastructure. By the end of the fifteenth century, the
south of Jordan had fallen out of central government
control, and previously productive agricultural regions
like the Jordan valley and the lands around Khalil
(Hebron) were left largely uncultivated.3

Some aspects of this picture of conflicting Crusader
and Muslim powers are reflected in the spatial distri-
bution of pottery wares. While there was extensive
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trade between Muslim and Frankish states in the south
of Bilad al-Sham in the late twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, the archaeological record suggests limited
commercial traffic in unglazed and glazed earthen-
wares between the opposing sides. Excavations of
Crusader sites such as {Athlith (Pilgrims’ Castle),4 al-
Mina (Port St. Simeon),5 and Caesarea6 have uncov-
ered large numbers of locally produced glazed wares
and imports from Italy, Cyprus, and the Aegean.
Pottery from al-Mina (“Port St. Simeon ware”), along
with sgraffito wares from Cyprus and the Aegean, were
transported as far as Alexandria and Fustat in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.7 Despite the wide-
spread distribution of these decorated lead-glazed
wares along maritime trade routes in the eastern
Mediterranean,8 the available evidence indicates that
there was not the same degree of penetration into
Muslim-controlled areas of southern Bilad al-Sham.
Pringle’s study of “proto-Maiolica” found that, away
from the coastal strip, the ware was largely absent
from twelfth- and thirteenth-century contexts in Pal-
estine.9 “Port St. Simeon ware” does appear on exca-
vations of inland sites including Hama, Apamea, and
{Ajlun,10 but it should be emphasized that the num-
ber of recorded finds is very small. The picture con-
cerning the import into Crusader areas of pottery from
Muslim lands is somewhat different. We know from
archaeological and textual evidence that Syrian alka-
line-glazed stonepaste bowls and jars (the latter of-
ten employed for the storage of valuable commodities
such as medicines, spices, and preserved fruit) were
traded all over the Mediterranean, and it is probable
that during the thirteenth century many found their
way to Europe via the Crusader ports. While Syrian
alkaline-glazed stonepaste wares are reported in Frank-
ish occupation levels at places such as al-Mina, Cae-
sarea, and Acre,11 the types of lead-glazed earthenware
common in late twelfth- and thirteenth-century con-
texts in Jordan and southern Syria are rare.

Clearly, the validity of these broad observations may
be subject to revision as more excavated material
comes to light. Nevertheless, what already exists pro-
vides some intriguing indications of the possible fac-
tors conditioning the distribution of different types
of glazed pottery in the south of Bilad al-Sham dur-
ing the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The pres-
ence of small quantities of decorated Byzantine or
Frankish pottery on major Muslim urban sites such
as Fustat or Hama reflects the fact that these cities
constituted large markets in which “exotic” imports

might easily find a commercial niche for a limited
period. Furthermore, the spread of pottery over very
large distances was certainly feasible where there
existed established maritime trade routes.12 Such
glazed pottery is unlikely to have been the principal
cargo and may even have functioned as ballast that
could be sold at ports for additional profit.13 The much
higher costs involved in land transport probably re-
stricted the commercial distribution of pottery wares
like “Port St. Simeon,” “Zeuxippus,” and “proto-Maio-
lica” away from the coastal strip in southern Bilad al-
Sham.14

Where pottery has a relatively high unit cost
(because of the expenditure involved in the manu-
facturing process and in transporting the finished pro-
duct), there must exist a sufficient demand at the
point of sale to stimulate entrepreneurs to take on
the financial risk of buying it. This demand might be
generated by imported ceramics with technical and
aesthetic characteristics quite distinct from those made
locally, as is seen in the trade of Chinese porcelain
and celadon into the Middle East and Europe dur-
ing the medieval period.15 In the same way, the high
quality underglaze-painted or luster-painted stonepaste
wares of twelfth- and thirteenth-century Syria found
a market in the Crusader states, and all over Europe,
because of their white body, glassy glazes, and vivid
decoration.16 Kubiak suggests that the importation
into Egypt in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries of
glazed earthenware from the Aegean, Cyprus, and
Crusader Syria may be attributed to the fact that these
wares were seen by Egyptian consumers to be novel
in both vessel profile and decoration. Such decorated
glazed earthenwares were easily imitated, however,
and the imports soon became unable to compete in
the Egyptian markets with the much cheaper, locally
made versions.17 This last factor is probably of im-
portance to interpretation of the distribution of lead-
glazed pottery in the south of Bilad al-Sham. The
archaeological record for this region indicates that
decorated and monochrome lead-glazed ceramics were
produced at numerous kilns in towns and villages all
over the region.18 Although the quality of the pot-
tery produced at each kiln varied, the sheer number
of small workshops must have acted as a constraint
on the widespread distribution of many of the lead-
glazed wares in southern Bilad al-Sham. Where it can
be demonstrated that a given lead-glazed ware was
traded into towns or regions possessing their own
glazed ceramic industries, it becomes necessary to
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formulate an explanation of this phenomenon. I will
explore this and other issues in the two case studies
presented in this article.

WIDELY INCISED SGRAFFITO

Islamic potters first used the technique of incising a
pattern through a pale slip soon after the revival of
lead glazing in the eighth century.19 In the tenth and
eleventh centuries, the technique began to be ex-
ploited to greatest effect, and different styles of sgraf-
fito are reported from excavations in Central Asia,
Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, and Anatolia.20 The technique
also spread to the Byzantine world, and a variety of
sgraffito wares were produced in sites in the Aegean
and Cyprus from the twelfth century.21 Some of the
earlier sgraffito wares in Iran betray a dependence
on contemporary incised metalwork, but potters soon
developed a wider range of ornamental techniques
more suited to the medium of glazed ceramics. Nar-
row incisions could be complemented by wider gouged
lines or by the carving out of larger expanses of the
slip clay (champlevé). The technique of sgraffito
decoration also made its way into Bilad al-Sham. Finds
of crude sgraffito in the vicinity of a tenth-century
kiln in Tiberias indicate that this technique of deco-
ration was known in Palestine at an early date.22 In
the eleventh century, a style that combined gouged
and finely incised lines to create bold, schematic veg-
etal designs appears on sites including Raqqa23 and
Tal Shahin24 in northeast Syria, and Caesarea25 and
Beirut26 on the coast. A group of similarly decorated
bowls was recovered from the Serçe Liman wreck off
the coast of southern Turkey.27 By the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries a wide range of sgraffito wares
was being produced all over Muslim Bilad al-Sham
and the Crusader kingdom. In the following para-
graphs I will deal with one style of sgraffito, found
predominantly in Jordan and Palestine, which will be
termed “widely incised sgraffito ware” (fig. 1).28 As
the name suggests, this style of sgraffito relies on a
wide tool to gouge patterns through the slip, creat-
ing an impression not dissimilar to that of an italic
pen on paper.

Widely incised sgraffito ware is found in small
numbers in excavations of urban and rural sites. The
greatest concentration of reported finds are east and
west of the Jordan valley in the regions of Galilee,
Samaria, and Balqa} (see map 1 and tables 1 and 2
in the appendix). Smaller numbers are reported in

the south of Palestine and along the coastal strip as
far north as Beirut and Tripoli. Sherds are attested
in Damascus, but this appears to be the northern-
most extension of the range away from the coastal
strip. Very few examples are reported south of the
Wadi al-Mujib in Jordan, with the exception of the
administrative center of Karak,29 and possibly the
fortress of Wu{ayra near Petra.30 Excavated contexts
give an indication of the chronological parameters
of this ware. At Tal Abu Qa{dan in the Jordan valley,
widely incised sgraffito appears in strata L, P, and R,
which, according to Sauer’s revision of the stratigra-
phy, provide dates from the thirteenth to the fifteenth
centuries.31 The ware is reported in Phase III at Beirut,
dated by the excavators from the end of the thirteenth
century into the fourteenth century.32 At Dhiban,
sherds were found in a thirteenth-century context.33

Although this sgraffito ware is not commonly associ-
ated with Crusader occupation phases, examples are
reported from the monastery of St. Carmel at Haifa.34

The presence of alkaline-glazed “blue-and-white” wares
in the same context indicates an occupation phase
that extended after the expulsion of the Crusaders
until at least the latter part of the fourteenth cen-
tury.35

The widely incised sgraffito style is found on three
types of vessel: bowls with curved sides terminating
in folded-over rims; bowls with carinations in the upper
sections; and shallow bowls with flange rims. Each
type of bowl is supported on either a low, slightly
flared ring foot or a cushion foot. All the examples
examined by the author were constructed of a granu-
lar, somewhat brittle, brick red fabric containing regu-
lar rounded sand and small white and black grits.36

Each bowl is coated on the interior and the upper
part of the exterior with a thick, slightly gritty, cream-
colored slip. The sgraffito decoration is restricted to
the interior of the bowl and is accomplished by means
of a spatulate tool (5–10mm wide). In many examples,
this decoration is combined with finer lines incised
with a sharp stylus. It is uncommon to find any part
of the exterior glazed (other than with occasional
splashes). The glaze itself tends to be glassy but thin,
with frequent small impurities and a tendency to
crackle and flake.

The area on the interior of the bowl is arranged
according to a number of basic formulae. In some
cases, the interior is subdivided into six or eight seg-
ments. More typically, however, chevrons or interlock-
ing arches are arranged centripetally around the
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Map 1. Distribution of widely incised sgraffito ware in Bilad al-Sham.
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Fig. 1. Widely incised sgraffito excavated at Karak castle, Jordan. Key to drawings: unshaded = yellow glaze; dotted shading
= green glaze; oblique lines = slip without glaze; broken horizontal lines = unglazed and unslipped.
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surface, leaving the central area without decoration.
In other cases a central roundel is subdivided into
alternating filled and unfilled segments, or has chev-
rons radiating centrifugally from it. The decoration
of the flange is composed of sets of concentric straight
or wavy lines or repeated interlocking S or Z devices.
Although the rhythmic, curvilinear appearance of the
incised lines creates a distinctly calligraphic effect, I
am unaware of any example with epigraphic or pseudo-
epigraphic decoration. Also absent are representations
of plants, humans, and animals.37

The evidence from excavated contexts indicates that
widely incised sgraffito ware was being produced
during most of the thirteenth century. It is not clear
how long into the fourteenth century it continued to
be popular. It is reported on both urban and rural
sites, with a concentration of finds in the regions east
and west of the Jordan valley. Importantly, the ma-
jority of the recorded examples are from inland sites.
Of the coastal sites, widely incised sgraffito has been
found in small numbers in Crusader occupation lev-
els at Caesarea and, probably, at Acre. The sherds
from Tripoli come from unstratified deposits, while
those from Haifa and Beirut come from contexts
dating from the thirteenth to the fourteenth century
(i.e., both during and after the Crusader period). At
Belvoir castle, sherds of this ware were located in
excavated contexts postdating the Crusader occupa-
tion of the site.38

No workshop for the production of widely incised
sgraffito has been identified through excavation, and
no kiln wasters have been published. While the pos-
sibility that this ware was imported into the south of
Bilad al-Sham should not be excluded, the distribu-
tion pattern on map 1 is suggestive that the produc-
tion centers were located in northern Palestine or
Jordan. Whereas the distribution of imports such as
“proto-Maiolica” is concentrated along the coastal strip,
it is striking that widely incised sgraffito is found mainly
on inland sites. It has been suggested that it may have
been produced in the vicinity of Umm Qays in north-
ern Jordan, although no conclusive support for this
hypothesis is available.39 The presence of sherds at
Tripoli and Beirut may result from their inclusion in
the cargoes of ships, but these finds run contrary to
the overall concentration east and west of the Jor-
dan valley. Important trade routes are known to have
crossed the valley between the urban centers of Balqa}
and northern Palestine during the Ayyubid and Mam-
luk periods.40 It seems likely that these land routes

were the principal means by which widely incised
sgraffito bowls were transported from their place(s)
of manufacture.

It is not clear what led to the development of the
bold but rather sparse style of decoration found on
widely incised sgraffito. This contrasts with the orna-
mental modes of other glazed and unglazed pottery
in Bilad al-Sham from the eleventh to the thirteenth
centuries. The broadly comparable gouged style of
the earlier “Tal Shahin wares” from northern Syria
also makes use of motifs not seen on widely incised
sgraffito, including stylized palmette and geometric
shapes.41 A brief comparison with the types of repeat
patterns found on thirteenth-century sgraffito bowls
from {Athlith and al-Mina (fig. 2) illustrates the wide
range of non-representational motifs available to pot-
ters at this time. Furthermore, the bowls from these
Crusader sites also make use of a variety of human,
zoomorphic, and vegetal designs. Even in thirteenth-
and fourteenth-century handmade slip-painted wares,
one encounters a more extensive vocabulary of non-
figural ornament.42 There are, however, contempo-
rary sgraffito wares that employ widely incised lines
and exhibit the same tendency towards a radically
simplified abstract decoration. An example of this
trend is a group of early-thirteenth-century bowls from
Paphos in Cyprus, published by Megaw. Important
characteristics of the decorated bowls from this group
include the absence of slip and glaze from the exte-
rior (other than around the lip); the predominant
use of a yellow glaze, sometimes with dashes of green;
and the broad, gouged decoration.43 Some of these
bowls adopt the shallow profile with a horizontal flange
rim and low foot ring seen also in widely incised
sgraffito ware.44 Megaw tends to the opinion that the
bowls at Paphos were imported onto the island.45

Examples comparable to the Paphos bowls, perhaps
from the same source, are known on the Palestine
coast at Caesarea and inland at Qubayba (between
Jaffa and Jerusalem).46 Other types of sgraffito with
simple designs laid out with broad and fine lines were
produced on Cyprus during the thirteenth century,
although these exhibit fewer similarities to widely
incised sgraffito.47

Megaw suggests that the Paphos bowls represent a
late occurrence of a mode of decoration that has its
source in the twelfth-century Aegean. Widely incised
sgraffito ware in the south of Bilad al-Sham may have
picked up on this same vogue for broadly applied
abstract decoration. Some points of comparison can
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawings of border designs on sgraffito wares from {Athlith and al-Mina (not to scale). Sources: Johns,
“Slipware,” and Lane ”Sgraffito.”

be made with Aegean coarse sgraffito, including char-
acteristics of vessel shape, glaze colors, and presence
of slip and glaze only on the interior and the upper
part of the exterior. That said, the gouged decoration
of widely incised sgraffito differs markedly from the
Paphos and Caesarea bowls, particularly the manner
in which the surface of the bowls is subdivided and
the types of infilling that are employed. In addition,
widely incised sgraffito wares were separated by ceramic
tripods during firing, a feature not seen in the pottery
group from Paphos.48

Is there any reason to suppose that widely incised
sgraffito owes a debt to earlier Aegean/Cypriot glazed
wares? Certainly there appear to be occurrences of
imported lead-glazed pottery affecting the manufac-
turing practices and types of decoration employed
by Islamic potters in this period. Kubiak has suggested
that the import of Aegean, Cypriot, and Frankish
Syrian pottery provoked a change of taste among the
consumers of Alexandria and Fustat, thus leading to
the revival of Egyptian sgraffito production. As local
aesthetic preferences asserted themselves, the pottery
made in Egyptian workshops evolved new and differ-
ent forms. A similar process may be at work with widely

incised sgraffito (although it should be stressed that
the archaeological evidence is not available to sup-
port this hypothesis). The trade of small numbers of
Aegean sgraffito wares from the coast into the inte-
rior of Palestine and Balqa} could have provided the
initial stimulus required for the development of the
widely incised style in the early thirteenth century.

RELIEF-MOLDED LEAD-GLAZED WARE

The practice of ornamenting ceramics through the
use of molds or stamps has a long history in the Middle
East and the Mediterranean basin. Examples of re-
lief-molded pottery cups covered with bichrome glaze
are attested from Roman-Byzantine Egypt.49 Relief
decoration, either stamped or in barbotine technique,
appears on alkaline-glazed storage jars from the Sasa-
nian and early Islamic periods.50 Excavations of sites
such as Samarra, Susa, Hira, and Rayy have revealed
lead-glazed bowls with delicate relief-molded patterns
dating to the eighth and ninth centuries.51 Similar
wares have also been located at Fustat in excavated
strata postdating the coin reform of 697 through to
ca. 900.52 Lead glaze was also applied to relief-molded
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slipper lamps.53 Examples of early Egyptian or Meso-
potamian relief-molded lead-glazed ware were ex-
ported to Sinai and Bilad al-Sham.54 In the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries a second wave of relief-
molded and carved pottery—this time alkaline-glazed
stonepaste—appears from Iran to northern Syria.55

In Palestine and Syria, workshops were producing
unglazed relief-molded wares as early as the Umay-
yad period.56 The manufacture of unglazed earthen-
ware objects such as canteens, jugs, and slipper lamps
continued at least until the fifteenth century all over
Bilad al-Sham. Lead-glazed lamps, bowls, and jugs with
molded decoration are reported from sites in Bilad
al-Sham in the early Islamic period, indicating some
degree of contact between the production of glazed
and unglazed relief-molded wares.57 In the Mamluk
period a new style of relief-molded lead-glazed pot-
tery appears in the south of Bilad al-Sham (figs. 3

and 4). At Tal Abu Qa{dan relief-molded lead-glazed
sherds are reported in strata L, M, and T that, ac-
cording to Sauer’s redating of the stratigraphy, give
a range from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centu-
ries.58 A complete relief-molded bowl excavated at
Hama did not come from a sealed context, but can
probably be dated before the destruction of the cita-
del in 1401.59 At Hasban the finds of relief-molded
lead-glazed pottery are associated with the early Mam-
luk period (ca. 1260–1400),60 and at the Armenian
Garden in Jerusalem this ware appears in strata dated
by coin evidence to the rule of sultan Sha{ban (r.
1363–76).61 Other evidence can be used to corrobo-
rate this dating from the late thirteenth to the four-
teenth centuries. For instance, the occasional presence
of roundels carrying a single amiral blazon points to
a date in the first half of the Mamluk period.

Relief-molded lead-glazed pottery is found in small

Fig. 3. Relief-molded lead-glazed bowl found during excavations at Hasban. Citadel Museum, {Amman, Jordan. (Photo: Judith
MacKenzie)
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Fig. 4. Relief-molded lead-glazed ware excavated at Karak. All examples are slipped and glazed on interior and exterior.
1. pale green glaze; 2. pale brown glaze with a splash of green glaze on lip; 3. dark brown glaze; 4. dark green glaze; 5. dark
brown glaze; 6. yellow glaze.

numbers on excavations of both urban and rural sites,
and predominantly in the south of Bilad al-Sham (see
map 2 and tables 3 and 4). The high density of finds
in and around Jerusalem perhaps points to a center
of production in this area, but no kiln wasters have
yet come to light.62 There is little evidence to indi-
cate regular trade in this ware beyond the regions of
central and southern Palestine, the Jordan valley and
Dead Sea Ghawr, and the Karak plateau and al-Balqa},
although a few exceptional finds are reported on the
northern coast of Sinai63 and in Syria at Damascus
and Hama.64 In contrast to the pattern seen for widely
incised sgraffito ware, relief-molded lead-glazed ware
did not spread to the coastal strip of Palestine and
north along the ports of the Syrian littoral; its mar-
ket was largely restricted to inland sites. Importantly,

this ware appears to be absent in excavated contexts
that can be clearly associated with phases of Crusader
occupation.

Constituting a well-defined group with a set of
readily identifiable stylistic features, relief-molded lead-
glazed wares are characterized by high levels of crafts-
manship in all aspects of the manufacturing process.65

Their fabric is usually hard, with a pinkish or pale
buff hue. The clay is more finely levigated than is
common with contemporary lead-glazed wares in the
south of Bilad al-Sham.66 A thick, cream-colored slip
is applied to the interior and exterior and the glaze
is usually thick and glassy with little tendency to flake.
Molded details are confined to the exterior of the
vessels, although finely incised sgraffito ornament
appears on the interiors of some bowls. Spur marks
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Map 2. Distribution of relief-molded lead-glazed ware in Bilad al-Sham.
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and drips of glaze on the rims of some sherds indi-
cate that the bowls were separated in the kiln with
ceramic trivets and fired upside-down. The vast ma-
jority of relief-molded lead-glazed sherds come from
footed bowls; a few closed vessel shapes with stamped
or relief-molded ornament are attested but are quite
distinct in aspects of ceramic fabric, glaze color, and
style of decoration.67 In every case the rim of the bowl
is turned inward, a feature perhaps designed to pro-
vide additional purchase when the potter was remov-
ing the unfired bowl from the decorative mold.68

The area between the rim and the foot ring on
the exterior of a bowl presents a challenging space
for decoration, and the extant corpus of relief-molded
lead-glazed wares exhibits a varied set of solutions to
this design problem. Repeat patterns are used either
as a frieze filling the main decorated area (figs. 5.16–
5.19) or as narrow framing bands at the top and
bottom of a central frieze (figs. 5.1–5.13). Arcade
motifs (figs. 5.14–5.15) are employed to cover either
the entire surface of the bowl (fig. 4.1) or a more
restricted area in the lower section (fig. 4.6). One
group of bowls does not subdivide the surface into
concentric bands but fills the entire space with re-
peated schematic depictions of date palms or other
trees (figs. 4.3, 4.5).69 These bowls also appear to be
distinguished from the remainder of the group by
their pale ceramic fabric and the dark manganese
purple-brown glaze.70 Zoomorphic representations are
known on contemporary relief-molded unglazed ves-
sels, but they do not appear to be part of the decora-
tive vocabulary of these lead-glazed bowls. Saller claims
to have identified relief-molded lead-glazed wares with
zoomorphic designs at al-{Ayzariyya (Bethany), al-
though none are illustrated in the excavation report.71

Epigraphic bands are perhaps the most striking
feature of this group of bowls. The text is executed
in a bold naskh or thuluth script running in a single
line around the bowl, but sometimes with linking words
or single letters pushed into an upper register. There
is some variation in the writing styles on different
bowls, particularly in the presence or absence of ser-
ifs on the terminals of vertical letters. There are also
common peculiarities such as the profusion of mean-
ingless dots above and below the text and the use of
a motif similar to an inverted A attached either to
vertical letters or to the upper frame (fig. 4.2). A sim-
plified palmette design can be seen attached to the
end of an unidentified letter in figure 4.4.72 It is not

uncommon for the text to be subdivided with regu-
larly spaced roundels. Roundels often contain motifs
associated with Mamluk blazonry, such as the fleur-
de-lis and the eight-petalled rosette,73 but in none of
the published examples does the accompanying text
mention the name of an amiral patron.

A few complete or near complete relief-molded
bowls are known from excavations and in private col-
lections. An example from Hama bears the legend
al-{izz wa’l-iqb¸l wa’l-majd wa’l-af¤¸l wa lihi’l-sa{¸dat al-
k¸milat al-d¸}im (“power and prosperity and glory and
excellence and to him perfect and eternal good for-
tune”).74 A virtually identical inscription is reported
on a bowl now in the Keir collection.75 Another bowl
excavated from Hasban in Jordan and now exhibited
in the {Amman Citadel Museum (fig. 3) carries a simi-
lar formula, the extant section reading…al-d¸}im(?)
wa’l-iqb¸l wa’l-majd wa’l-af¤¸l al-sa{¸da…76 The evidence
provided by published sherds suggests that most of
the inscribed bowls bore similar non-specific good-
will messages. The remains of al-{izz al-d¸}im (“eter-
nal power”) can be seen on some examples,77 and a
sherd from Tal Qaymun includes the garbled phrases,
sa{dat [a]l-iqb¸l bi-rasmi (?) followed by other indeci-
pherable words.78 The systematic correlation of par-
tial inscriptions may yield additional benefactions of
this type (although the last example perhaps indi-
cates that words might be combined in a haphazard
fashion). No known inscription from a relief-molded
lead-glazed bowl gives information concerning the date
or place of manufacture, the identity of a patron, or
the name of the potter or mold-maker.79

Relief-molded lead-glazed wares found in Middle
Islamic Bilad al-Sham almost always take the form of
pedestal-footed bowls. Very large numbers of plain
lead-glazed bowls (both slipped and unslipped) of
this basic form were produced in the south of Bilad
al-Sham at this time.80 Although most are relatively
coarsely constructed—the addition of a lead glaze
functioning simply to render the bowl less porous—
a small group have the finely levigated ceramic fab-
ric, thick glassy glazes, and in-turned rims seen in
relief-molded lead-glazed wares.81 Medium-sized footed
bowls are also encountered in metalwork; high pedestal
feet and in-turned rims are features of Saljuq bronze
bowls and are also seen in enamelled glass.82 In the
Mamluk period a common metal shape for bowls
comprises a flared base connected with a carinated
lower section and steep flaring sides. This shape is
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Fig. 5. Schematic drawings of bands of repeat patterns on relief-molded lead-glazed wares (not to scale). (Sources: Bagatti,
Gli Scavi di Nazaret; Milwright, “Trade;” Smith, Pella; Wightman, Damascus Gate)
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reported in both inlaid and engraved metalwork (fig.
8), and is also ubiquitous in Cairene Mamluk
sgraffito.83

The decorative bands found on relief-molded lead-
glazed sherds (fig. 5) offer variations on the themes
of continuous vegetal scrolls, arcades, cable patterns,
zigzags or repetitions of vertical lines, diamonds,
chevrons, and palmettes. The larger motifs (figs. 5.17–
5.19) expand on the basic themes found in the rest
of the group, but with more elaborate arcading and
the addition of the gridded circle or diamond. There
is no attempt to emulate the much finer background
detail found in either contemporary relief-molded
unglazed wares or earlier molded-and-carved stone-
paste wares.84 Comparisons can be drawn, however,
between the repeat patterns on relief-molded lead-
glazed wares and those employed on other types of
pottery, metal, and glass from the Mamluk period
and earlier (fig. 6). Importantly, the basic types rep-
resented in relief-molded lead-glazed wares appear
with differing degrees of complexity on other me-
dia. Only three types (figs. 5.17–5.19) are perhaps
peculiar to this style of pottery.

Many of the repeat patterns have close comparanda
in relief-molded unglazed pottery. The zigzag or chev-
ron patterns (figs. 5.2–5.6) are to be found in vari-
ant forms on canteens (for instance, fig. 6.3). Vegetal
scrolls and cable patterns are also attested on the
molded ornamentation of unglazed canteens, although
there is a tendency towards greater elaboration (figs.
6.1, 6.2, 6.5). The gridded diamond design, often
incorporated into a larger interlace pattern, is found
on both relief-molded unglazed jugs and canteens
(fig. 7.3).85 In general, however, relief-molded un-
glazed pottery exhibits a much wider range of deco-
rative motifs than is found on the glazed bowls. Simple
arcade patterns are a ubiquitous form of decoration
on underglaze-painted stonepaste wares produced in
Syria and Egypt from the thirteenth to the fifteenth
century. Cairene Mamluk sgraffito also makes use of
bands of repeat ornament (figs. 6.6–6.9) which prob-
ably represent simplified versions of the decoration
found in contemporary metalwork.

Some comparisons may be sought in the decora-
tive motifs of enamelled glass of the Ayyubid and early
Mamluk periods, in particular the simple vegetal scrolls
and cable patterns (figs. 6.11–6.12).86 Metalwork pro-
vides numerous comparanda for the types of repeat
patterns found on the relief-molded lead-glazed ware,
although the surviving inlaid metalwork of the Ayyubid

and Mamluk periods includes many decorative mo-
tifs of far greater complexity. The vegetal scroll (fig.
6.13) is reported on a candlestick attributed to Syria
and dated to ca. 1350–70.87 A simple zigzag appears
as a minor decorative element on an inlaid brass in-
cense burner made for Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad
b. Qalawun (fig. 6.15). The repeated diaper pattern
is utilized on an engraved metal drum dating to the
fifteenth century (fig. 6.16). Variations of the cable
pattern (figs. 6.13; 6.17–6.19) are also reported on
numerous metal objects. Many of the closest com-
parisons are found on the metalwork of Syria and
the Jazira in the thirteenth century.88 Patterns on the
metal artefacts excavated at Hama perhaps suggest
that, in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, cheap-
er metal objects with engraved decoration continued
to employ simpler cable patterns at a time when the
makers of finer inlaid metalwork in centers such as
Cairo and Damascus were developing more elaborate
forms of decoration.89

The small group of relief-molded lead-glazed bowls
with schematic depictions of date palms (figs. 4.3,
4.5) are also distinguished from the remainder of the
class by the absence of additional framing bands of
repeated ornament. Although the motif of the date
palm is rare in the ceramics of the Islamic Levant,
examples can be found carved into the filters of un-
glazed jugs of the Fatimid period from Fustat,90 and
on Egyptian ceramic bread stamps probably dating
to the thirteenth or fourteenth century.91 That such
objects represent the source for the relief-molded
bowls seems doubtful, however.

Relief-molded lead-glazed ware is certainly not the
only type of pottery to carry amiral blazons; an obvi-
ous example is Cairene Mamluk sgraffito (so-called
barracks ware), which was produced principally for
an urban market, perhaps even for use in military
barracks or Mamluk households.92 Similarly, relief-
molded lead-glazed ware has been excavated from
several major administrative centers of the Mamluk
period, including the citadels of Damascus, Karak,
and Hama, and from a variety of urban contexts in
Jerusalem, Khalil, and Ramla. Other examples have
been recovered from the residence of a local official
at Hasban. In the light of this evidence it is tempting
to link the presence of blazons on relief-molded
lead-glazed bowls to the patronage of members of
the military elite, but there are reasons to doubt this
interpretation. First, although the largest concentra-
tions of relief-molded lead-glazed pottery have been
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Fig. 6. Schematic drawings of bands of repeat patterns on ceramics (1–10), enamelled glass (11–12), and metalwork (13–
21) of the thirteenth to fifteenth century in Egypt, Bilad al-Sham, Mesopotamia, and Iran (not to scale). Sources: Atil, Re-
naissance; Bahgat and Massoul, Céramique; Day, “Pilgrim Flasks”; Fehérvári, Keir Collection; Lamm, Gläser; Sauvaget, Poteries.

excavated in Jerusalem and other Palestinian towns,
the overall distribution takes in large numbers of vil-
lages, as well as sites of Christian pilgrimage such as
the church of St. Joseph in Nazareth. Second, bla-
zons are not a common feature of the decoration of
relief-molded lead-glazed ware, and finally, examples
with blazons are not reported exclusively at adminis-
trative centers or military sites.93

A more plausible explanation can be found by look-

ing at the depiction of blazons on contemporary
unglazed pottery. A late thirteenth- or fourteenth-
century workshop for the manufacture of relief-molded
canteens discovered in Damascus contained numerous
examples of amiral designs.94 What is noticeable about
this group is that motifs such as the cup, fleur-de-lis,
eagle, lion, and rosette are represented in wildly variant
forms, often with additional motifs and a profusion
of surface ornament. This contrasts with the more
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sober and standardized treatment of blazons on items
of glass or metalwork known to have been commis-
sioned by members of the Mamluk hierarchy. It seems
unlikely, therefore, that these canteens were made
principally for a Mamluk clientele; rather, their dis-
torted blazons added social cachet to humble objects
made for sale on the open market. It is probable that

the designs found on the lead-glazed bowls were meant
to function in a similar way; the blazons are nonspe-
cific (lacking secondary colors or subdivision of roun-
del fields) and thus were unlikely to have been amiral
commissions.

At first sight, the information provided by the sur-
viving inscriptions is somewhat disappointing: no

Fig. 7. Designs from unglazed relief-molded canteens excavated from a fourteenth-century pottery workshop in Damascus
(not to scale). After Sauvaget, Poteries.
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known example contains a date or the name of a
manufacturing center, craftsman, or patron. It is nev-
ertheless possible to make interesting observations
concerning style and content. The general placement
of the bands of text on the exterior of the bowl, the
frequent use of regularly-spaced roundels to break
up the inscription, and the visual appearance of the
letters (both the style of the script and the fact that
the letters are made to stand in relief) all bring to
mind inlaid, punched, and engraved metalwork of
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Looking
through contemporary objects in a variety of media,
however, it becomes clear that the structure and vo-
cabulary of the inscriptions on the relief-molded lead-
glazed bowls are unusual. On inlaid metal objects from
the time of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad b. Qalawun,
if not earlier, inscriptions commonly begin with for-

mulae such as {izz li-mawl¸n¸ al-sul«¸n... (glory to our
lord the sultan…) or mimm¸ {umila bi-rasmi... (this was
made by order of…).95 These types of dedicatory in-
scriptions reflect the fact that many of the surviving
pieces of Egyptian and Syrian metalwork were com-
missioned from craftsmen by members of the Mamluk
elite. Such formulae were also directly imitated in
less expensive media such as the sgraffito wares pro-
duced in Cairo and Alexandria in the late thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries.96

Elements of the inscriptions on relief-molded lead-
glazed bowls from Hama and Hasban can, however,
be traced on other pieces of metalwork. A bucket
made in Egypt in the eleventh or twelfth century is
ornamented with a floriated kufic inscription, {izz wa’l-
sa{¸da wa’l-{¸fiya wa’l-kar¸ma wa’l-na{ma wa’l-k¸mila wa’l-
sal¸ma.97 An inlaid brass candlestick in the Khalili

Fig. 8. Copper alloy bowl with incised decoration. Probably fourteenth century. National Museum of Syria, Damascus. (Photo:
James Allan)
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collection, attributed to fourteenth- or fifteenth-cen-
tury Egypt, carries subsidiary and only partially legible
inscriptions on the shoulder and neck that respectively
read al-{izz al-d¸}im al-kh¸lid al-jadd and al-{izz al-d¸}im
al-iqb¸l al-s¸lim.98 Other variants of this basic theme
can be seen on an Egyptian candlestick from the Es-
Said collection dated to ca. 1270: al-{izz al-d¸}im wa’l-
{umr al-s¸[li]m wa’l-iqb¸l al-z¸}id wa’l-dawlat al-b¸qiyat
al-sal¸m[at a]l-k¸mila wa’l-amr al-n¸fidh wa-.99 A basin
in the same collection, attributed to Syria at the end
of the Ayyubid period (ca.1240–60), includes two simi-
lar nonspecific benefactions again starting with the
phrase al-{izz al-d¸}im wa’l-{umr al-s¸lim wa’l-iqb¸l...100

Numerous examples of inscriptions carrying these
elements can be cited from metalwork produced in
Syria or the Jazira during the late twelfth and thir-
teenth centuries.101

Other sources can be found in metalwork from
the eastern Islamic world. In Iran, examples can be
cited dating back to the late tenth century.102 One
bronze inkwell of this period in the Khalili collec-
tion is inscribed al-{izz wa’l-iqb¸l wa’l-dawla wa’l-{¸fiyya
li-ª¸¥ibihi.103 These types of benefactions can be found
on Persian metalwork until the fifteenth century. For
instance, a fourteenth- or fifteenth-century cylindri-
cal brass box from the Keir collection carries the
inscription al-{izz al-d¸}im al-iqb¸l al-s¸lim al-dawlat al-
q¸dir[a].104 Three fourteenth-century cast and incised
bowls from Yemen include many of the terms already
encountered (al-{izz al-d¸}im, al-{umr al-s¸lim, and so
on). The most complete legible inscription reads al-
{izz al-d¸}im al-iqb¸l al-[z]¸}id al-sal¸mat(?) al-{¸liyat al-
dawlat al.105 It is probable that these rather crude
examples are derived from earlier prototypes from
Syria, the Jazira, or Iran.

Comparable inscriptions are also reported on pot-
tery. Relief-molded stonepaste pottery sometimes
bears inscriptions related to those on contemporary
metalwork. A twelfth- or thirteenth-century bowl at-
tributed to Nishapur is inscribed al-sur¢r wa’l-sal¸mat
iqb¸l lihi wa’l-birr lihi wa-.106 A stonepaste box said to
come from Raqqa carries the words al-iqb¸l li’l-ª¸¥i-
bihi.107 A thirteenth-century luster vessel from Gurgan
is inscribed al-{izz wa’l-iqb¸l wa’l-dawla wa’l-sa{¸da wa’l-
sal¸ma wa’l-kibr li-ª¸[¥ibihi].108 Reported from Hama
are two twelfth-century luster dishes, similar in style
to the “Tell Minis” hoard, carrying repeated al-{izz
and al-{izz al-d¸}im respectively.109 The latter phrase
is also reported on relief-molded unglazed vessels from
the site, and one canteen carries the longer inscrip-

tion, al-{izz al-d¸}im wa-lihi [al-i]qb¸l al-s[¸]lim wa’l-{umr
al-«awºl.110 Partial inscriptions were also recovered from
relief-molded unglazed wares from the fourteenth-
century workshop in Damascus, published by Sauvaget
(fig. 7.4). The phrase al-{izz al-d¸}im occurs regularly,
as do fragments of other, longer texts of which only
individual words such as al-iqb¸l and amr can be re-
covered.111 The Khalili collection includes a thirteenth-
century alkaline-glazed stonepaste jar with black
underpainting, probably from Syria, with the inscrip-
tion, al-{izz al-d¸}im wa’l-iqb¸l al-z¸}id wa’l-dahr al-m¸{id.112

In contrast, the few inscriptions known on fourteenth-
and fifteenth-century Syrian and Egyptian underglaze-
painted stonepaste wares bear no obvious points of
comparison with the relief-molded wares, either glazed
or unglazed.113 Inscriptions on Cairene sgraffito wares
tend to follow contemporary trends in metalwork,
although many are only partially legible.114

Seen in the context of late thirteenth- and four-
teenth-century Mamluk courtly art, the Hama and
Hasban inscriptions appear rather archaic in charac-
ter. They follow a basic format that by the middle of
the thirteenth century had ceased to be popular on
high-quality Syrian and Egyptian inlaid metalwork.
This is not to suggest, however, that relief-molded
lead-glazed pottery was made in conscious reference
to earlier Syrian and Jaziran metalwork. A more plau-
sible explanation can be sought by considering the
social and economic status of the consumers of lead-
glazed pottery. The distribution pattern for relief-
molded lead-glazed ware suggests that the market for
this type of pottery was among the more affluent
occupants of the towns and villages of Mamluk Pal-
estine and Jordan. This strata of society would not
have commissioned the type of inscribed inlaid met-
alwork or enamelled glass now exhibited in muse-
ums of Islamic art. Instead they may have purchased
less expensive items in metal, glass, or glazed ceram-
ics manufactured for the open market. It is this class
of commercial objects that is more likely to carry
generic inscriptions of the types discussed above.
I would argue that this sort of environment is likely
to perpetuate forms of decoration and inscription
no longer current in the workshops of the capitals of
Egypt and Syria. It should be admitted, however, that
the evidence for this class of lower-quality Mamluk
metalwork is limited, as such objects were probably
regularly melted down and the metal reused. Few ex-
amples have been recovered archaeologically.115
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CONCLUSION

Previous studies of pottery distribution in the Medi-
terranean basin and the Middle East have shown that
some glazed earthenwares were traded over very wide
areas. Although long-distance transport was most
common along established maritime routes, the ar-
chaeological evidence suggests that there were cir-
cumstances in which pottery might also be traded over
considerable distances by land. Widely incised sgraffito
and relief-molded lead-glazed wares present a rather
different picture, with more limited distribution, prin-
cipally in the south of Bilad al-Sham. The former
appears to have been produced during and, prob-
ably, after the Crusader period. The distribution is
mainly inland, with the greatest concentration of finds
in northern Palestine and Balqa}. The few finds at
Haifa, Beirut, Tripoli, and probably Acre are not suf-
ficient to support the idea that widely incised sgraffito
was common in Crusader port sites or that it was ever
transported in any significant quantity along the coast
by ship. Relief-molded lead-glazed ware seems to have
been most common in the period after the expul-
sion of the Crusaders. Again, its distribution pattern
seems to favor the idea that this ware was transported
by land from its sites of manufacture in Palestine. In
this context, it is perhaps significant that many of
the major Crusader ports on the Palestine coast had
been destroyed as part of the defensive strategy of
Sultan Baybars and his successors.116 It is noticeable,
however, that this attractive style of decorated glazed
ware was found over a relatively wide area stretching
from Hama to the northern Sinai.

The sherds from widely incised sgraffito and re-
lief-molded lead-glazed ware come almost exclusively
from medium-sized footed bowls. No examples of
cooking wares (which in this period were usually globu-
lar pots and shallow frying pans), jugs, bottles, or lamps
are reported. Although we cannot reconstruct the full
range of functions performed by such footed bowls,
it is likely that they were mainly intended for the
serving of food and drink. Meals provide an arena in
which gender, familial, and social relationships are
mediated. The space where meals are consumed is
frequently the point of interaction between the “pub-
lic” and “private” spaces within a dwelling.117 Thus,
meals also provide an opportunity for displays of wealth
to visitors. Such displays might particularly focus on
the utensils used for the consumption of food and
drink (and from the seventeenth century, items asso-

ciated with the smoking of tobacco).118

Written sources of the Ayyubid and Mamluk peri-
ods provide some clues concerning the social roles
performed by serving vessels in glazed ceramic, metal,
glass, and rock crystal. For instance, imported Chi-
nese porcelains and celadons appear in accounts of
state occasions, weddings, and dinners held by sul-
tans, amirs and qadis. Those with sufficient financial
means also assembled collections of Chinese and other
high-quality glazed pottery.119 Such bowls and jugs
were evidently meant for both practical use and dis-
play; houses and palaces of the late Mamluk and
Ottoman periods in Cairo still contain examples of
wooden cabinets designed for exhibiting costly ce-
ramics as well as metal and glass vessels.120 Vessels in
luxury media were also given as part of bridal trous-
seaux, as gifts between members of the Mamluk elite,
and in diplomatic exchanges.121 According to texts
recovered from the Geniza archive, pottery, glass, and
metal vessels were employed in the same sorts of so-
cial exchanges by less wealthy classes in Cairo during
the eleventh and twelfth centuries.122 Doubtless, these
practices remained common in later times as well.

Much less evidence is available concerning the
everyday lives of people of all classes in provincial
areas such as Palestine and Jordan. The inventories
preserved in the archive of legal documents found
on the Haram al-Sharif represent an important source
of information concerning the material culture of late-
fourteenth-century Jerusalem.123 Only a selection of
these documents has been published,124 but they
permit an insight into the consumption patterns of
different socio-economic groups in the city. Invento-
ries of the poor and destitute may list only the cloth-
ing worn by the deceased person, but others give more
detailed information concerning other media.125 The
most extensive published inventory lists the posses-
sions of Nafisa bint {Ali b. Jami{, a wealthy woman
who owned both slaves and considerable property.126

Her possessions included textiles, furnishings, furni-
ture, carpets, jewelry, glass, and a wide variety of copper
and brass items including bowls, plates, pitchers, trays,
a lampstand, a pestle and mortar, a case, and chests
inlaid with brass. That some of the glass was displayed
in her house is indicated by the entry “two painted
wooden shelves with glassware, some of which is of
Ba{lbakki make.” The accounts of later European
observers also provide clues about the display and
use of ceramics, glass, and metalwork in Palestinian
houses.127 The nineteenth-century traveler Mary Ro-
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gers describes the reception room in the house of a
carpenter in Bethlehem:

The room in which we sat was very simply furnished; it
was nearly square; the floor was of stone, and the walls
were whitewashed; on a broad high shelf running around
three sides of it, many articles of native crockery and
earthenware, drinking cups, lamps &c. were ranged. A
mat of reeds, a carpet about as large as a hearth rug,
several pillows or cushions were on the floor; a large
red box, with brass hinges and ornaments, served as the
wardrobe of the family; the red cradle, a large metal
basin and ewer, and a few small coffee cups, on a low
stool or stand, of inlaid mother-of-pearl and dark wood,
garnished the room…128

In a later description of a merchant’s house in Naza-
reth, she notes how the owner had embedded En-
glish “Willow pattern” plates into the stucco above
the doors and windows.129 In this last case, it is clearly
the decorative rather than the functional qualities of
the object that were uppermost in the mind of the
owner. This practice of incorporating glazed bowls
into architectural facades was also widespread in Italy
and the eastern Mediterranean during the medieval
and post-medieval periods.130

That Islamic potters have at different times sought
to imitate the form and surface qualities of fine met-
alwork or imported porcelain and celadon has long
been recognized. My two case studies suggest that the
interpretation of lead-glazed pottery in the south of
Bilad al-Sham must look to the influence of both
locally produced and imported ceramics, as well as a
variety of other media. Widely incised sgraffito is linked
with types of Aegean and Cypriot sgraffito that found
their way to the coastal region of Palestine in the
late twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The profile and
decoration of relief-molded wares betray the influ-
ence of other types of glazed and unglazed ceramics,
enamelled glass, and, above all, metalwork. An analysis
of the epigraphic content of these bowls points to a
relationship with a class of lower-quality inlaid and
engraved metalwork of the late thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries. The occasional presence of simpli-
fied Mamluk blazons on relief-molded lead-glazed
bowls is perhaps a further indication that this ware
was meant to fuel the social aspirations of consum-
ers from outside of the military and bureaucratic elite.

The decorated lead-glazed pottery discussed in this
article catered to a variety of socio-economic groups
in the south of Bilad al-Sham. Although the addition

of glaze and surface ornament would have made these
bowls more expensive than most comparable unglazed
or plain lead-glazed bowls, these decorated wares
appear to have been an affordable commodity for a
considerable section of the urban and rural commu-
nity in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Palestine
and Jordan. It is important to recognize, however,
that the way in which decorated lead-glazed ware
functioned in a domestic context would have de-
pended to a great extent on the financial status and
aspirations of the individual consumer.131 A wealthy
individual like Nafisa bint {Ali b. Jami{ must have
owned many pieces of glazed and unglazed ceramic,
but she was presumably more likely to have favored
her expensive metalwork and imported glass when
receiving guests. Conversely, those who could not
afford such extravagances may have employed sgraffito,
relief-molded, and other types of lead-glazed pottery
for serving food and drink to family members or visi-
tors. These modest bowls seem to have been produced
principally for a stratum of provincial society com-
prising artisans, shopkeepers, farmers, and minor
officials: people whose daily lives, beliefs, and tastes
are all but invisible in the chronicles of the Ayyubid
and Mamluk periods.

APPENDIX

The tables below give the published excavations and
survey sites where widely incised sgraffito and relief-
molded lead-glazed wares have been reported. The
distribution of the sites in tables 1 and 3 is represented
on maps 1 and 2 respectively.

TABLE 1: SITES REPORTING WIDELY INCISED SGRAFFITO
POTTERY

Site Name Publications

2 {Athlith region Ronen and Olami (1978),
site 116, fig. 6.1

7 Beirut Anon. (1994), pl. on p. 16;
El-Masri (2000), fig. 11

8 Belvoir castle Cited in Pringle (1984), p.
106.

9 Burj al-Ahmar region Pringle (1986), sites 17, 28,
32

10 Caesarea Pringle (1985), figs. 11.55,
12.65

11 Damascus, Bab Sarija Toueir (1973), pl. 1, d–g
12 Dhiban Tushingham (1972), fig. 8.19
13 East Jordan region Ibrahim, Sauer and Yassine

(1976), fig. 24
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14 Gazit region Gal (1991), site 57, fig. 1.5
15 Haifa, St. Mary of Carmel Pringle (1984), figs. 8.69,

8.70
17 Hammat Gader Boas (1997), pl. IV: 9, 10
19 Jarash Tholbecq (2000), fig. 80
21 Karak Mason and Milwright (1998),

fig. 3.18; Milwright (1999),
cat. pp. 38.1, 6–9; 39.4–6;
40.1, 3, 4

22 Karak plateau Miller (1991), fig. 451
28 Nasira (Nazareth) Bagatti (1971), fig. 19.5–7;

Bagatti (1984), fig. 65.6, 9,
11–12

30 Ramla Kaplan (1959), fig. 3B.14, 15
32 Southern Ghawr region Whitcomb (1992), pl. 30.c
33 Tabaqat Fahl (Pella) Walmsley (2000), fig. 10.3
34 Tabgha (Capernaum) Loffreda (1982), p. 420, fig.

9.2
35 Tal Abu Qa{dan Franken and Kalsbeek

(1975), fig. 38.23, 27, 28
36 Tal al-Mutasallim Schumacher (1908), figs.

269–71
39 Tripoli Salamé-Sarkis (1980), pl. LII

2.1, 2
40 Umm Qays Brown in Miller (1991), p.

236
41 Wadi {Arab region Hanbury-Tenison (1984), fig.

19.34
43 Zir{in (Tal Jezreel) Grey (1994), fig. 9.4

TABLE 2: SITES REPORTING POSSIBLE EXAMPLES OF
WIDELY INCISED SGRAFFITO WARE

Site Name Publications

a Acre Pringle (1997), no. 52, p. 143
b Belmont castle Knowles (2001), pp. 112–13,

fig. 7.7.104
c Jerusalem “Armenian Tushingham (1985), p. 143

Garden”
d Wu{ayra Vannini and Vanni Desideri

(1995), p. 535

TABLE 3: SITES REPORTING RELIEF-MOLDED LEAD-
GLAZED WARE

Site Name Publications

1 {Afula Dothan (1955), fig. 8.16
3 {Ayn Karim Saller (1946), pl. 35
4 {Ayn Shams Grant and Wright (1938), pl.

L. 26
5 {Ayzariyya Saller (1957), p. 280, nos.

11–17
6 Baysan Zori (1966), pl. 10 E
9 Burj al-Ahmar region Pringle (1986), sites 28, 32
11 Damascus, Citadel Unpublished (personal

observation of material
excavated by the Syrian
Directorate of Antiquities)

16 Hama Riis and Poulsen (1957), p.
130, no. 398

18 Hasban Sauer (1973), fig. 4.138–140;
LaBianca and Walker (2001),
fig on p. 9.

20 Jerusalem Avigad (1984), pl. on p. 258
“Armenian Garden” Tushingham (1985), figs.

39.12; 41.31, 36, 41; 44.13, 15
Church of the Ascension Corbo (1965), fig. 12.17
Damascus Gate Wightman (1989), pls. 64.9–

13; 65.1–2; 220–22
Flowers Gate Cytryn-Silverman (personal

communication)
21 Karak Mason and Milwright (1998),

fig. 3.13–15; Milwright
(1999), cat. pp. 34–36

22 Karak plateau Sites 35, 38, 66, 71, 108, 166,
211, 214, 215, 233, 270, 273,
274, 278, 304, 420, 427
(personal observation of the
Miller survey. See Miller
[1991])

23 al-Khalil (Hebron) Bennett (1972), chap. IV
24 Khirbat Birzayt Abd Rabu (2000), pp. 10–11,

fig. 6
25 Khirbat Faris Johns, McQuitty, and Falkner

(1989), fig. 27.59
26 Ma{anit region Ne{eman (1990), site 55, fig.

1.9
27 Nahal Yattir region Govrin (1991), sites 63, 68
28 Nasira (Nazareth) Bagatti (1984), fig. 68, pl. 78
29 North Sinai region Cytryn-Silverman (1996), p.

125
30 Ramla Cytryn-Silverman

(forthcoming), no.
82.105.6.100

31 Sabastiyya Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and
Kenyon (1957), fig. 84a.10

32 Southern Ghawr region King et al. (1987), sites 7, 17
33 Tabaqat Fahl Smith (1973), pls. 93–94
35 Tal Abu Qa{dan Franken and Kalsbeek

(1975), fig. 38.31–33

TABLE 1. Cont.

Site Name Publications
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36 Tal al-Mutasallim Schumacher (1908), figs.
269–71

37 Tal Nimrin Dornemann (1990), pl.
II.2.12–14; Flanagan et al.
(1994), fig. 17.3

38 Tal Qaymun (Yoqne{am) Ben-Tor, Avissar, and
Portugali (1996), p. 102, fig.
XIII.43

42 Wadi al-Yabis Mabry and Palumbo (1998),
fig. 14.94

43 Zir{in (Tal Jezreel) Grey (1994), p. 59

TABLE 4: SITES REPORTING POSSIBLE EXAMPLES OF
RELIEF-MOLDED LEAD-GLAZED WARE

Site Name Publications

a {Amman, Tal Siran Hadidi in Thompson (1989),
fig. 4

b Belmont castle Knowles (2001), pp. 103–5
b Jerusalem, Ophel MacAlister and Duncan

(1926), pl. XXIII.7; Crowfoot
and Fitzgerald (1929), pl.
XVI.22

c Madaba plains Herr (1991), fig. 12.120.12
d Nahalal region Raban (1982), p. 30, fig. A.10
e Tal Jazar MacAlister (1912), pl.

CLXXXIX.14
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